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The Analytical and Experimental Studies of Mass Transfer Efficiency  














There are many disadvantages, such as flooding, limitations on independent phase flow rate variations, 
intimate remixing, density difference requirement and inability to handle particulates for the application of 
the convectional solvent extraction.  Recently, developed dispersion-free membrane solvent extraction can
be improved these limitations.  The membrane contacts two immiscible fluids (phase a and phase b) on 
both sides when solvent extraction is operated in a microporous membrane device. 
The effects of the membrane extraction through a parallel-plate module with concurrent flow (or 
countercurrent flow) have been investigated theoretically and experimentally in the present study.  The
analytical solutions to design applications are obtained using the separation variables method, and the
resulting eigenvalue problem is accomplished with the orthogonal conditions.  The mass-transfer efficiency 
enhancement is represented graphically and compared with both the numerical approaches and experimental
results.  The influences of the barrier position and flow type in the membrane extractor are also discussed. 
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I  1I  2I  ∆  
50=aGz  200=aGz 50=aGz 200=aGz 50=aGz 200=aGz  
0.25 -7.56 -5.75 -5.97 -4.63 2.02 -0.50 
0.5 -6.27 -5.27 -4.92 -4.23 1.19 -0.40 





I  1I  2I  ∆  
50=aGz  200=aGz 50=aGz 200=aGz 50=aGz 200=aGz  
0.25 -7.09 -5.46 -5.57 -4.39 1.92 -0.46 
0.5 -5.96 -5.01 -4.67 -4.02 1.12 -0.38 





maI ,  aGz  
25.0=∆  75.0=∆  
1 900 900 
10 64 62 
100 54 52 
200 50 45 




maI ,  aGz  
25.0=∆  75.0=∆  
1 880 880 
10 64 66 
100 48 45 
200 43 38 
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???? ???This mathematical formulations of a continuous parallel-plate 
module with concurrent flow and countercurrent flow were developed 
to obtain the extraction efficiency instead of using the experimental 
data or the semi-empirical relations in the previous works.  The 
present theory study and results can also be applied to the mass- and 
heat-transfer devices. 
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